
Wild Wetlands Quiz 
Match the wildlife vocabulary! Write the letter of  the correct answer in the 

space provided before each statement. 

A. marsh 

B. tide 

C. habitat 

D. environment 

E. endangered 

F. preserve 

G. brackish 

H. ecosystem 

I. biodiversity 

J. endemic 

 

Low-lying wet land with grassy vegetation. 

The variety of plant and animal life in a habitat. 

The alternate rising and falling of the sea, usually twice in each lunar day, 

due to the attraction of the moon and sun. 

To keep or save from injury, loss, or ruin. 

At serious risk of extinction. 

Native and only found in a certain geographic location. 

An animal home, which contains shelter, water, food and space. 

Any area where living creatures such as plants and animals interact with 

non-living things like soil, water, temperature and air. 

The surrounding conditions or forces (as soil, climate, and living things) 

that influence a plant's or animal's characteristics and ability to survive. 

Slightly salty, such as the mixture of river water and seawater in             

estuaries. 

 

1. __________  

2. __________  

3. __________  

4. __________  

5. __________  

6. __________  

7. __________  

8. __________  

9. __________  

10.__________  

 

 

 

 

 



Wild Wetlands Quiz ANSWERS 
Match the wildlife vocabulary! Write the letter of  the correct answer in the 

space provided before each statement. 

A. marsh 

B. tide 

C. habitat 

D. environment 

E. endangered 

F. preserve 

G. brackish 

H. ecosystem 

I. biodiversity 

J. endemic 

 

Low-lying wet land with grassy vegetation. 

The variety of plant and animal life in a habitat. 

The alternate rising and falling of the sea, usually twice in each lunar day, 

due to the attraction of the moon and sun. 

To keep or save from injury, loss, or ruin. 

At serious risk of extinction. 

Native and only found in a certain geographic location. 

An animal home, which contains shelter, water, food and space. 

Any area where living creatures such as plants and animals interact with 

non-living things like soil, water, temperature and air. 

The surrounding conditions or forces (as soil, climate, and living things) 

that influence a plant's or animal's characteristics and ability to survive. 

Slightly salty, such as the mixture of river water and seawater in             

estuaries. 

 

1. __________  

2. __________  

3. __________  

4. __________  

5. __________  

6. __________  

7. __________  

8. __________  

9. __________  

10.__________  

 

 

 

 

 

A. 

I. 

B. 

F. 

E. 

J. 

C. 

H. 

D. 

G. 


